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The Rev. Victoria Kirk Mouradian 

Sermon for All Saints by-the-Sea 

Sunday, Feb. 16, 2014 

 

Readings: 6th Sunday after Epiphany – Year A:  Deuteronomy 30:15-20;   

                        1 Corinthians 3:1-9;  Matthew 5:21-37 

 

 

 

 We almost had a “stump the staff” moment this week at our Tuesday morning staff 

meeting.  We always begin our meetings by reflecting on the gospel reading for the upcoming 

Sunday.  One of the questions Fr. Bob always put forward is, “Where do we hear the good news 

in this reading?”  Usually we thoughtfully and rather promptly respond.  This week, our silent 

thoughtfulness stretched longer than usual before anyone voiced their conclusions.  This gospel 

reading of consequences does not exactly ring with natural joy.  Many have puzzled over these 

words over the centuries and probably most of us remember Former President Jimmy Carter 

voicing some of these words during a televised interview.  In this day and age of computer 

communication I think we could say that that interview would have gone viral. 

 

 Many of you have heard me say in other sermons how important it is to know the 

context of any scriptural passage.  I have pointed out that with real estate we pay attention to the 

three-worded mantra, “Location! Location! Location!”  Well, with scripture, we need to heed to 

the three-worded mantra, “Context! Context! Context!”   Today’s passage from Matthew offers a 

perfect example of why that mantra is so important because the bold words of Jesus are hard to 

hear with twenty-first century ears.  Upon hearing them, it’s easy to think that the words sound 

very harsh.  It’s replete with discarded body parts and threats of hell.  How comforting is that?  

It’s the kind of passage that can become the “white elephant in the middle of the church” if we 

don’t talk about it.  I could be preaching on either of our other two readings but then I think you 
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would wonder why I avoided explaining the difficult one.  If you’re not very familiar with the 

Bible, do take heart; there really are many, many beautiful passages that are easier to understand 

on a first read. 

 

 To begin with, let’s talk about Hell.  We Episcopalians aren’t really the fire brandishing 

type of denomination flinging threats of hell, fire, and brimstone at would be sinners or children 

to get them to behave.  There’s a reason for that.  As we all know, Christianity grew out of 

Judaism as the religious fulfillment of God’s promise to his people.  The Torah, which included 

the first five books of the Old Testament, provided the laws by which the Israelites would live by 

in order to maintain a righteous relationship with God.  The emphasis on the here and now,  and 

the importance of living a life worthy of pleasing God,  is very evident by the lack of description 

of either heaven or hell; there are no details of either.  As a result, Judaism does not have much 

dogma about the afterlife, and leaves a great deal of room for personal opinion.   There is 

evidence in the Torah of an existence after death indicating that the righteous will be reunited 

with their loved ones and the wicked will be excluded from this reunion.  The Messiah will come 

to initiate the perfect world of peace and prosperity with the righteous dead resurrected and given 

the opportunity to experience the perfected world that their righteousness helped to create.  The 

wicked dead will not be resurrected.  Further explanation or interpretation of this concept, falls 

into commentary or opinion initiated by the various factions of Judaism throughout its history.   

 

 When Jesus speaks of hell in our passage this morning, hell is the English translation 

for the Greek word gehenna, translated from the Hebrew word ge’hinnom which means the 

valley of Hinnom.  Gehenna is a figure of speech for hell which speaks to the description of the 
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valley, where human sacrifice had once taken place and was later declared to be ‘the valley of 

slaughter’ by the prophet Jeremiah.  As the years passed, a sense of foreboding hung over this 

valley near Jerusalem.  People began to burn their garbage and animal by-products there, using 

sulfur, the flammable substance we now use in matches and gunpowder.  The image of this 

smoldering valley became a metaphor for hell or the place of eternal damnation.  There would be 

some Jews and Christians who would take the fiery images literally.  In this passage, Jesus 

emphasizes consequences for those not living according to God’s command with the imagery of 

such language.  Judaism holds to the idea that if one does not live accordingly consequences in 

this life can be expected. 

 

 Our gospel reading recounts a portion of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount in which Jesus 

interprets the law.  His disciples must actively live according to his interpretation.  Jesus feels 

that the scribes and the Pharisees do not live out the law adequately because their strict 

obedience to the law simply does not do enough.  Things must be done differently to create a 

more just society and Jesus gives four examples of how a more just society could exist to 

embody God’s empire.  The Jews lived within the context of an honor-shame society, a conflict 

society.  The Ten Commandments were to prevent feuding and thereby halt internally generated 

group annihilation.  The four examples here that Jesus addresses offer a way out of honor-shame 

impasses that require taking satisfaction.  His examples reinterpret the law to move from the 

external to the internal realm of motivation and attitude.  

 

 Jesus first addresses murder.  It is not enough to reframe from taking a life.  Jesus is 

saying that it is just as serious to harbor resentment, make demeaning insults, or use vicious 
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name-calling.  If you have offended a child of god, you must be reconciled before you come to 

worship.  An offering to God does not make up for a relationship gone bad.  Those who claim to 

honor God but “murder” others with hate, prejudice or cutting remarks are liable for judgment.  

Only through a community of caring, forgiveness, and respect will others see the love of God. 

 

 Jesus then speaks of adultery.  In the context of the time it refers to the action of 

dishonoring a male of one’s community by having sexual relations with his wife.  The dishonor 

consists in the adulterer’s ability to cross another’s family boundaries without consequence. As a 

dishonor to family reputation, adultery requires satisfaction that can often lead to interminable 

wrangling, feuding, and death.  To prevent this, Israelite law required both adulterer and wife to 

be killed even if the wife was a victim.  Here Jesus shifts the onus onto the male and carries it a 

step further.  He states that not only is adultery wrong but the exploitation and dehumanization of 

women are equally bad.  Any attitude or behavior that violates the sanctity of marriage or its 

partners is sinful.  Also, there is an appropriate nuance in the referral of the right eye.  “To pluck 

out the right eye” means to suffer dishonor so here the reference to the eye and the hand are used 

to encourage suffering dishonor in order to keep the community peace. 

 

 On to divorce.  In Jesus’ time marriage meant the fusion of honor of two families for 

political and economic reasons.  To divorce meant a feud between families.  To “make one’s 

wife an adulteress” in this case means to dishonor oneself as husband by offering one’s wife for 

sexual union with other males.  To “commit adultery” by marrying a divorced woman means to 

dishonor her previous husband who has given up rights to hers.  The law allowed for men to 

divorce under certain circumstances but Jesus is holding men to a higher standard.  Divorce 
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might force a wife to give her body to another man just to survive.  Women were to stay at home, 

take care of the family and rarely went out.  They did not have education or careers.  To be 

turned out by their husbands could leave them destitute.  They were the property first of their 

fathers and then of their husbands with no rights.  Marriage as we know it would have been 

incomprehensible.  For Jesus to speak of women in equal terms as men, to allow them as 

disciples, to appear to them first after the resurrection, not to mention a host of other indications 

of his love and respect, was unprecedented in this patriarchal society. 

 

 Lastly, Jesus addresses oaths.  He says that in ancient times it was established not to 

swear falsely, but to carry out the vows made to the Lord.  Jesus adds more to this law saying not 

to swear at all, either by heaven, or by the earth, or by Jerusalem.  In his day swearing usually 

occurred in the process of buying and selling when there was no third party to assure honesty in 

the transaction.  A seller would call God to witness to the quality of a product by means of a set 

of phrases which referred to God: “by heaven,” “by the earth,”  “by Jerusalem,” or “by my 

head.”  Asking God to witness to shoddy goods or animals would be to take God’s name in vain.  

When references to God were invoked in a transaction, conflict often ensued because invoking 

such oaths raised the suspicion of poor quality that needed a cover-up.  Jesus is saying that for a 

person of integrity, there is no need to swear because one’s word is enough.   

 

 So, the world of Jesus reflects a cultural norm that is not ours.  The Ten 

Commandments and the laws presented in the Torah were in place, but both were subject to 

interpretation for daily living by rabbis, giving rise to commentary and differing opinion.  The 

society was patriarchal and had engaged in polygamy in Old Testament times which was far less 
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the norm by the time of Jesus.  Women were considered inferior and the property of fathers and 

husbands with basically no rights of their own.  Morality favored men, especially in divorce.    

Society was based on an honor and shame mentality wherein dishonor to a male could result in 

familial feuds incurring death and the disruption of community peace.  These are only some of 

the things which Jesus commented on. 

 

 For Jesus to reinterpret the law of his day was not unusual.  What was unusual was 

what he said and it brought him to the cross.  His intention was not to abolish the law but to bring 

new life to it.  He taught an interpretation of the law which respected everyone – man, woman, 

and child.  He brought new meaning to peace and justice and mercy.  He brought new meaning 

to what it meant to love and be loved by God so that all could live in righteousness.  He brought 

new meaning to hope, that God indeed could hear you and that by faith you could pass from this 

life into the next to experience eternal love.  He brought fuller meaning to the purpose of the 

Holy Spirit, the Spirit of God through Christ, who was to be with us, guide and comfort us, when 

he left his earthly life. 

 

 And that is the good news we hear this morning, that Jesus is present in our lives in 

any time or place.  He works through us by the power of the Holy Spirit to bring about more love 

and understanding, fairness, peace, and justice.  Cultural and societal norms have changed 

throughout thousands of years.  The immediate world which Jesus addressed was not the same as 

what went before him because interpretation of the law was constantly being addressed and 

changed by rabbis and religious leaders.  As culture changed the message of God’s love 

remained constant but how that was lived out in society did.  Just because Jesus isn’t physically 
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present doesn’t mean that he isn’t with us.  We are empowered and enlightened by the Holy 

Spirit.  The Church is not the same church as the early church.  Church teachings have been 

reinterpreted to help us live our lives within the time frame of when we live.  Life changes so 

quickly now.  Just the challenges we all faced as children or teenagers is of a different sort.  Why 

wouldn’t Jesus inspire us to continually address love, equality, peace, and justice?  He addressed 

the issues of his day, why wouldn’t he continue throughout time to address the issues of others? 

 

 Amen.   

 

  


